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[ Foreword
Ethnic Communities’
Council of Victoria
Ethnic Communities’
Council of Victoria
(ECCV) was pleased to
partner with Polaron
Language Services on the
inaugural Art and Science of Communication in
Multicultural Victoria forum at the Immigration
Museum, Melbourne, as part of the 2016 Cultural
Diversity Week celebrations.
Presenters explored the evolving landscape of
interpreters and translators. This publication captures
some of these presenters’ important observations on
the future of communications in multicultural
Victoria. It highlights emerging trends, ideas and
technologies in the global context of the digital
revolution. Accelerated learning, sharing knowledge
and establishing networks were just some of the
topics discussed.
The forum was aimed at media and communication
managers, ethnic community leaders and service
organisations wanting to improve and increase
engagement with multicultural Victoria. It had a
range of high-level presenters and experts in the
field of multiculturalism.
I would highly recommend the articles contained
here to service providers working with culturally and
linguistically diverse communities throughout
Victoria. It provides a snapshot of diverse approaches
to Victoria’s language services. It gives us insightful
ideas on how to improve the ways in which we
communicate to members of our multicultural
communities in a rapidly and technologically
changing communication environment.

Polaron Language Services
The inaugural Art and
Science of Communication
in Multicultural Victoria
forum, held on 17 March
2016, during Victoria’s
Cultural Diversity Week, was
a resounding success.
The bite-size presentations left us wanting more and
inspired us to launch this post-event publication.
Many speakers have generously agreed to expand on
their topics, so we present to you a selection of
opinions, conclusions and ideas we hope you find
useful when you next communicate with multicultural
Victorians.
I would like to thank our partner organisations,
government representatives and guest speakers for
their contribution and participation in the forum.
I hope this publication will serve as a conversation
starter for those who are committed to furthering
the diversity agenda in Victoria in a meaningful way.

Eva Hussain
CEO
Polaron Language Services

Eddie Micallef
Chairperson
Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria
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[ A Message from the Minister

MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER
Victoria’s linguistic diversity reflects the multicultural and cosmopolitan nature of our State, and
the Victorian Government values the important role played by our language services sector.
More than one million Victorians speak a language other than English at home and, due to
population ageing and growing numbers of new migrants, demand for language services is
continuing to increase.
The Victorian Government recognizes that effective communication between service providers
and clients is essential to delivering high-quality services.
Government department and funded agencies have a responsibility to ensure people with limited
or no English have the opportunity to access services and participate in decisions that affect their
lives. Our interpreters and translators are critical in ensuring that Victorian Government services
are accessible and responsive to our significant culturally and linguistically diverse community.
The Victorian Government has a strong commitment to language services. We make a significant
investment to ensure all Victorians have access to government services, regardless of their English
language skills. We continue to fund the provision of language services and support the training
and ongoing development of interpreters through scholarships and bursary programs.
On partnership with education, professional and community stakeholders, we will continue to work
to ensure that high-quality interpreting and translation services are available to Victorians from
non-English speaking backgrounds.

Robin Scott MP
Minister for Multicultural Affairs
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[ Executive Summary
This collection of papers is based on presentations at the forum Art and Science of
Communication in Multicultural Victoria. In the introduction, the Hon. Robin Scott, Minister for
Multicultural Affairs affirms the Victorian Government’s strong commitment to language services.
Morris Miselowski, a renowned futurist points to the reality of our evolving digital world from a
global perspective. Then, Sasha Jovanovic, a change manager, further explores the state of
massive change and disruption in our western world and the impact on the Vietnamese community
in the suburbs of Sydney. In line with art of communication, artist Anna Caione describes her
artwork – A Blue Sky – that she created at the forum using objects and materials provided by
participants. That is complemented by an audio installation, created by Cristina Marras. She tells of
her inspiration that led to a soundscape of diverse voices talking ‘at a certain time of day’ in
multicultural Melbourne and how she stopped strangers in the streets of Melbourne to collect
snippets of their conversations.
Kashif Bouns explains how Australian football has both a sporting and economic impact. He tells us
the story of the AFL as a leader in cultural diversity. Noemi Cummings from one of the Ethnic
Communities Councils in regional Victoria provides a fascinating snapshot of the history of cultural
diversity in Bendigo and the every-day need for interpreting services in the local hospital.
Melanie Wilkinson explores the digital world and the rise of social media. She highlights the need
to take time to understand your multicultural audience and its cultural nuances to assist in getting
the message across when providing language services. Following Melanie, Neela Konara discusses
the cultural diversity work of the Cancer Council of Victoria.
Dr Gemma Hamilton discusses her RMIT research into culturally diverse women experiencing
family violence and the effectiveness of related language services, Finally, Jenny Dobak,
representing Duncan Young of the Australian Bureau of Statistics, provides an overview of census
data on migrants. The article discusses the responses to the questions such as how English
language proficiency and employment are closely associated with successful settlement.
Each article provides an element of our changing communication landscape. The trends
highlighted in this forum report points to key technological changes that language services and
policy makers should consider in multicultural Victoria.
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[ The Future of Australia’s Culture
by Morris Miselowski, Business Futurist/Transformation Provocateur
Morris is the full-stack Business Futurist possessing a powerful combination
of experiences, successes, networks, insights, traits and skills that have made
him incredibly adept and eerily accurate at navigating the rapidly evolving
and shifting technological, business and social landscapes.
Morris is constantly making intuitive, pragmatic and profitable judgements
on how the world might evolve amidst information abundance, where sparse
facts mingle with data-drenched opinions and for this he has been hailed by
industry leaders as ‘the secret weapon to future-proofing your business’.
Society’s rules and etiquette have been framed by millions of years of physically regionalized
human interactions.
Throughout history, each of our current 196 countries, 6,500 languages and 4,200 religions have
uniquely imparted their distinctive values, history, languages, identity, experiences, sense of space,
morals and norms to those that lived within its boundaries or disciplines and taught us what was
considered regionally and culturally right and wrong.
These native rules were passed down orally from one generation to the next, reinforced over time
by the education system and culture at large and then enshrined and enforced by local laws.
Our overriding universal culture has historically been dictated by the dominant power of our time
– the Roman Empire (circa 100 AD), the Song Dynasty in China (circa 1200 AD), the Mughal
Empire in India (circa 1700), and the British Empire (circa 1870).
Since the 1950s, our dominant culture has been Americano-centric and with the increase reach of
broadcast media, during this time, the world has been fed a steady diet of American culture leaving
many in both developed and developing nations to measure themselves against American success
standards.
Internet usage has grown – currently 3.4 billion people, or 46.1% of the world’s population are
accessing the Internet; and this is expected to rise to 5.5 billion by 2020. The average person
spends 490 minutes per day online, indicating that single, geographic dominance is dwindling and
is being replaced by growing diversity. People, languages, cultures, morals, expectations and views
are blending together from endless combinations of cultures, and are all competing for relevance
and longevity.
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In a global digital world, geographic boundaries and limitations and localised norms don’t exist.
Culture, language, morals, laws, etiquette, expectations, values and time zones all collide in an
interconnected and borderless digital world that is constantly evolving. As a result, we are
becoming digital immigrants, dynamically and fluidly migrating in and out of hundreds of different
cultures and sub-cultures every day.
In this new and evolving digital world, we have irrevocably changed what it means to be human - to
work, to learn, to love, to play and to belong, leaving us to ponder whose cultural values will we
follow in the near future? Will these values be binding on all our behaviours and actions or is
culture instead becoming a matter of circumstances and time not place?
All of these innovations and changes ahead will alter our values, expectations and increasingly
evolve what it means to be human.
To work through these and incorporate them into our future lives as meaningful and purposeful; to
teach us how, where and when to use these technologies and how to share them evenly and
inclusively, are all part of an evolving culture. It is imperative in a world where “new” and
“different” are ordinary and mundane that we look to culture as our first unofficial guide to what is
acceptable and what is not.
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[ The Lotus Flower and The Dragon - Engaging with our
Multicultural Communities
by Sasha Jovanovic, Change Manager
Sasha is a leader of strategic and transformative change. He obsessed with
helping organisations realise intended benefits and applies a highly practical
approach to developing strategy, managing implementation, measuring
success and embedding sustainability.
Sasha’s mission is to effect sustainable change practices as the solution to key
issues facing digital and organisational change initiatives in 21st century.
Sasha leads and speaks on the topic of digital change, training project team on
best practice implementation and executive teams on developing
organisational change maturity.
It seems every day that we hear of examples of our world in a state of massive change and
disruption. The infamous poster children include Uber, AirBnB and Tesla, amongst a host of their
disruptive siblings painting a picture of an uncertain yet promising future where we must blindly
navigate through today and that’s almost the truth.
You see, the pace of so-called disruption is so fast, that it has become our everyday. Change is now
our constant. Big data, digital cloud and the Internet mean we no longer need to approach mass
markets, but rather mass personalisation by going narrow and deep on the things that matter. It is
uncovering a tremendous opportunity hidden in plain sight, that of our multicultural communities
demanding we take a moment of pause to reconsider the way we engage with them. Some of us do
it well, others not so much, and yet we have lessons to learn from each. So, let me show you.
Medibank
Cabramatta Mall is in an area that is home to Australia’s largest Vietnamese community. Following
a series of migrant waves from South-East Asia, Cabramatta shoppers today are now hard-pressed
to find western goods or English signage and most shopkeepers have limited English fluency. I’ve
walked through Cabramatta Mall several times, but on this particular occasion I noticed something
peculiar that stopped me in my tracks. It was an advertisement for Medibank Private that featured
a lotus flower sprouting from a stethoscope. I found it almost comical to think these two disparate
objects had been brought together this way. In my western frame of unconscious bias, I ‘knew’ that
stethoscope meant health and the flower meant ‘beauty’, so perhaps this was an advertisement for
beautiful medical equipment? Perhaps it was about cosmetic surgery? This was of course wrong
and the reason I was struggling was simple: I’m not Asian. That is to say, this message was designed
for a different unconscious bias filter to my own.
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In many central and south-east Asian cultures, the lotus flower is a symbol of health and wellbeing.
Buddhist tradition states that Buddha was born from a lotus flower, clean and pure, untouched by
the muddy water below and around him. The Bhagavad Gita (the Hindu holy book) describes the
Buddha as “unaffected by sinful action, as the lotus is untouched by water”, and Confucian scholar
Zhou Dunji praised the lotus for its ability to grow out of mud yet remain unstained. Across Asia,
the lotus is fundamentally associated with Chinese herbalism, natural and preventative therapies.
So, what the stethoscope is in western culture, the lotus flower is to eastern medicine: a symbol of
health. The lotus flower in this advertisement however is particularly special because it had
sprouted on the end of a stethoscope. Medibank is making an association between western and
eastern traditions of medicine, a marriage of two sometimes in conflict with medical traditions.
The man-made stethoscope of western medicine to heal sickness alongside the preventative
tradition of eastern medicine, is an unlikely marriage of philosophies. Either of these two symbols
carry significant meaning, but placed together, they take on an entirely new message that
‘Medibank is with you in sickness and in health’.
Let’s peel away one layer deeper now. At the time of publishing this poster, the Australian
Government was offering tax incentives to those aged 30 and under to purchase health insurance
and avoid an income tax penalty. The average 30-year-old in Cabramatta is likely to be Australian
born to migrant parents and therefore sympathetic to both western and eastern cultural bias. To
this young person, the hybrid symbols in the Medibank image are a mirror to their own sense of
hybrid self: part Australian, part Vietnamese, part East, part West. Thinking back to the conscious–
rational and subconscious–emotional model, Medibank is hitting a home run by leveraging one of
our most powerful behavioural motivators: identity.
To my western perspective, this image seems peculiar, yet to a Vietnamese Australian their bias is
complimentary and the message is interpreted as: ‘This company respects my beliefs about eastern
medicine alongside the medical advancements of the West. It understands my sense of hybrid
cultural identity as a Vietnamese Australian. It speaks to my Vietnamese heritage, my Australian
partner’s heritage and our culturally blended children.’
Impressed, I stepped back, smiled and noticed the building Medibank had leased for the
Cabramatta retail outlet. Medibank made the bold choice to lease a stylised Asian gateway house
in the centre of the mall as its retail premises. The traditional purpose for a gateway house is to
assure residents of their security and wellbeing. What great values to associate with a health
insurance fund! A gateway house is also the building where residents would check in before
moving into the common area. By leasing this property, Medibank Private has leveraged
unconscious bias to say, 'check in with us first to assure your security and wellbeing'.
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All of this might sound good, but did it work as a strategy for Medibank? This Cabramatta retail
branch rose to top 12 in the state of New South Wales and top 45 nationally, which is quite a feat
considering it is in a market with culturally one of the lowest take-up rates for insurance products
in the world.
St George Bank
Around the corner from Medibank on John Street is the St George Bank. The John Street retail
precinct is home to Australia’s largest banks and retailers; this is where you might find some
nationally available products and English speakers desperate to do business with the local
community. St George Bank is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Westpac Banking Group, one of
the world’s largest companies operating in more than 14 countries and elevating former CEO Gail
Kelly to the 8th most powerful woman in the world. It is a bank with literally a world of experience
at its fingertips, one where its unconscious bias could quickly be overcome to, like Medibank, focus
on complimenting the bias of the customer.
Unfortunately, the extent of the bank’s effort was to post street signage that featured the
Vietnamese greeting “Chào Mừng Quý Khách” which roughly translates to “Welcome Special
Guest”. The bank’s logo is the fire-breathing dragon from the story of Saint George, a Roman
soldier who, legend says, saved a princess from an evil dragon. The story is familiar in the western
hemisphere of Christian lore and fairy tales. It is not as familiar in the eastern hemisphere where
dragon folklore is entirely different. In most parts of Asia, the dragon is revered as the most
auspicious of all creatures, with connotations of wealth and fortune.
Now, wealth and fortune are great words to associate with a bank, much better than ‘welcome
special guest’. Even better would have been ‘St George, the Dragon Savings Bank’ or something
that played into the revered position of the dragon.
This was a missed opportunity to connect with local customers in a way that would be meaningful
and respectful to their culture and beliefs. It was not lost on a Vietnamese entrepreneur, however,
who spotted the opportunity and set up shop next door to the bank complete with signage for his
‘Lucky Dragon Home Loans’ business that also featured a fire-breathing dragon. This little business
is leveraging the brand of its competitor in plain sight, invisible to the western bias but clearly
visible to the Vietnamese community where the message is loud and clear.
As leaders, our responsibility is to innovate, change and sustain the change momentum if we are to
thrive in the emerging social economy. These are not merely notions added to a mission
statement, but must be true and genuine for organisational capabilities that are championed,
rewarded and recognised. Make a commitment to raising this organisational capability, and then
cheerfully enjoy the success that quickly follows those who do.
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[ A Sky Blue – A Collage Artwork
by Anna Caione, Artist
Anna is a Melbourne born artist of Italian descent. Her work is represented
in various corporate and private collections including ANZ Bank,
Melbourne, St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne, SBS Federation Square and
Maroondah Gallery, Melbourne.
Anna has exhibited in solo and group exhibitions both nationally and
internationally. She has had work featured in museums and galleries across
Italy and, more locally, here in Melbourne at the Melbourne Art Fair, 2004,
Maroondah Gallery, Counihan Gallery, Chapman & Bailey, Manningham
Art Gallery and SBS Art Award, Immigration Museum, Melbourne.
I was delighted when I was invited to participate and be a guest artist at the ‘The Art and Science of
Communication in Multicultural Victoria’ forum hosted by Polaron in 2016. It was an experience
for me to create an artwork to harvest cultural significance and messages in a short amount of
time and to a public audience.
‘A Sky Blue’ artwork theme came about around a small table, where the Polaron team and I
discussed the event. The intention was for conference attendees to bring a keepsake with cultural
or nostalgic significance and for the artist to contribute to the artwork. On the day, I received
messages and words on remnant pieces of paper, small swatches of traditional fabrics from the
country of origin and other small items. With all these gathered words, tokens and fabrics, I
intuitively assembled a collage-based work that combined painting, sewing and stitching each
piece together.
I envisaged this process of cutting, sewing, re-attaching these objects, papers and fabrics as a
means of unifying elements of cultural differences in a subliminal manner. The dominant colour in
the artwork - a sky blue, is of symbolic significance, suggesting peace and justice to many cultures
and spiritual connections in the various religious faiths. It was an interesting experience with space
and materials to formulate a collage art piece that conjured feeling, expression and layered
meanings for the viewer.
My work is inspired by my collection of travel mementos I have gathered on my journeys to Italy. I
address the shifting landscape of experience and recollection.
I dabble with my contemporary culture and my past heritage, which in some ways may be
understood as a threshold between realms – The notion of both the intangible realms of memory
and the physical realms of place.
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My practice is concerned with subjective understandings of matter and space; the energies
inherent in materials; with vitality and memory. My art works may reference old historical surfaces,
ancient structures, architecture, landscape and yet carry a sense of history.
I collect found objects, materials and fabrics combined with dismantled text to recall the emotions
associated with a particular nostalgic experience I may have had in Italy or I associate with Italy. I
am interested in the poetics of remembrance, history and nostalgia.
I am involved in the physical and emotional encounter I have with the words and objects I collect.
Gestures such as cutting, layering, sewing, and placement form part of the work. I aim to layer
together various materials and mediums as if unearthed and to resurrect these into transcendental
artworks.
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[ Every Day at a Certain Time of the Day – Audio Installation
by Cristina Marras, Audio Artist
Cristina is a native radio-speaker and inspired storyteller. She creates narratives
ranging from private exploration of childhood memories, to a voyeuristic take on
the relationship between Wile Coyote and the Road Runner.
Cristina also works on commissioned sound creations for corporate and
organisational storytelling. She has a background in communication and has
worked as a radio journalist. She is currently exploring content strategy
techniques and the use of new technologies applied to multi-platform
storytelling.
I am an audio artist. I collect voices and put them together in audio installations in ways that give
new meanings to the words. For Every day at a certain time of the day, the audio installation
created for the forum ‘The Art and Science of Communication in Multicultural Victoria’, I wanted
to show the poetry emerging from the way in which different people (with different accents, from
different walks of life) pass the day, in ways that are similar yet different.
I discovered that I was good at talking to strangers when I was selling books door-to-door to raise
money for my first trip abroad. I was so good that I left the job when I realised that I was
convincing people to buy books they didn’t need and couldn’t afford. I went on asking questions
for a living in the many years that I worked as a journalist. Asking questions is nothing new to me
and I knew exactly what my approach was going to be when I started collecting voices for the
forum audio installation.
After recording my immediate family to test the concept and refine the list of questions, I moved
on to my neighbourhood. Surprisingly, people were not suspicious of me or of my tape recorder.
They were actually enthusiastic, many of them inviting me into their living rooms, sometimes
insisting that I take a tour of their home.
As an audio artist, I am interested in voices not just for what they say. I search for colours, tone,
mellowness, inflection, accents. And so, exhausted the voices from the neighbourhood, I went
looking for voices in the city.
Being good at talking to strangers doesn’t make it any easier. How do you choose the strangers to
stop in the street to ask them what is the first thing they see when they open their eyes in the
morning? How do you approach them? What do you say? There is a special intimacy in stopping
strangers on the street.
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I notice immediately the guy sitting at the corner of Elizabeth and Flinders, the sign he has in front
of his crossed legs says that he is homeless. Would it be exploitative asking him what is the first
thing he sees when he opens his eyes in the morning? Would I need to give him money? Would I be
paying for his answers? Would he tell me off? Would it be patronizing? I just can’t muster the
courage and so I move on.
I keep on scouting the people around me, looking at strangers straight into their eyes. There is this
other guy in one of the lanes, can of beer in one hand, heavy golden chain dangling on his chest.
He is chatting up a girl who is playing with her phone. She doesn’t look distressed, only
disinterested. I stop in front of a shop, waiting to see the reflection of the guy walking behind me,
maybe I could make eye contact and see what happens. But he has gone in the opposite direction.
By the time I come home, I have recorded a guy outside the State Library who might or might not
work there as a cleaner; a charming Dutch gentleman who told me the magic word used to advise
friends about the danger of approaching Nazis (the word translated to ‘888 stoves’, although this
didn’t make to the recording as the recorder was switched off). I also recorded a couple of kids,
prompted by their proud mother who really wanted them to tell me that the last thing they do
before going to bed is to kiss their Mum and Dad goodnight.
Bringing together the material recorded has been a laborious process because of the large amount
of raw material that needed to be catalogued by topic based on gender, accents, age and content
to obtain an organic narrative.
Memorable moments are given by a generic sound (a spoon clinking in a coffee cup, a sudden
thunder roaring from above) that helps my narrative transition, guiding the listener between
moods.
And then there are the people, with the soul and their life that drips uncontainably from their
words, with simple sentences (“I seem to be talking a lot about my cats”) enough to give to the
listener a glimpse into one’s life.
Although by no means scientific or exhaustive, the audio installation Every day at a certain time of
the day provides a snapshot of what it means living in multicultural Victoria today, it is a sensorial
experience that brings together joy for the present, excitement for the future and memories of
the past, just like life in multicultural Victoria.
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[ The AFL – A Leader in Cultural Diversity
by Kashif Bouns, Diversity and Inclusion – Multicultural Lead, AFL
Kashif currently leads AFL’s diversity engagement strategy with a particular focus
on AFL’s multicultural programs nationally. Kashif has over 10 years of experience
working in management, business, sport, and community development sectors. A
role model in the Pakistani and wider community, Kashif is also the founder of
Shaheens Sporting and Social Club. He represented Australian Youth in Indonesia
in 2014 and in Malaysia in 2013 through exchanges organised by Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Kashif has received a number of awards, including the Enterprising Grade of the
Year 2013 from Box Hill Institute, Australian Federal Police “Inspiring Youth”
Community Award 2012, and the Victorian Multicultural Award for Excellence
2011. Kashif is in the final semester of his Master of Business Administration and is
also a sessional lecturer in Applied Sport Marketing at Federation University and a
guest lecturer at Victoria University.
Australian Football is one of the major sports in Australia and is among the largest individual
business sectors within the sports and recreation industry. There are a number of football codes
being played in Australia including Soccer, Rugby League, Rugby Union, and the Australian
Football League (AFL). AFL is considered to be the most popular football code nationally, due to
its recent growth in the non-traditional football states of NSW, Queensland, and the Australian
Capital Territory.
The AFL has a significant impact on the sporting and economic state within in Australia. With that
said, the 2015 economic impact study by Street Ryan found that AFL is Australia’s premier
spectator sport, attracting 15.22 million spectator attendances in 2015 and 1,247,575 regular
participants. As an industry sector AFL supports 7,075 full-time equivalent jobs (excluding players
and umpires). Football volunteers contributed 13.98 million working hours in 2015, worth the
equivalent of $289 million in labour effort. The total financial contribution of Australian Football
to the Australian economy in 2015 is estimated to be $5.72 billion. This was $467 million more than
the $5.26 billion financial contribution calculated in 2014, representing an increase of 8.9 per cent
(and an average annual increase of 6.7 per cent since 2007). As part of the economic impact, AFL
matches generated more than $544 million in domestic tourism tied to AFL matches in
metropolitan and regional centres around Australia.
In addition to its sporting and economic impact, the AFL has emerged as one of the major social
influencers and has consistently used its reach to lend support to a number of causes. One such
area of social policy where AFL is considered to be a national leader is cultural diversity. While AFL
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has had a long and proud history of empowering and engaging indigenous Australia, it has also
made significant contributions to multicultural communities in recent years.
The AFL Multicultural Program was developed in 2005 to use sport as a vehicle for social cohesion
and to assist migrant and refugee communities to access Australian football whether as a player,
fan, coach, administrator, or umpire. While the program was initially rolled out in Victoria with a
just handful of staff, it now has a national presence with dedicated multicultural staff in each state
and territory. The AFL has also developed a whole business strategy that seeks to engage with the
multicultural communities through participation, fan development and talent identification.
The main objective for the AFL is to reflect Australia’s cultural diversity at every level. In addition
to participation, engagement, and talent programs, the league is also looking to develop and
implement a culturally diverse workforce strategy. To successfully deliver these programs and
strategies, communication is really important. Hence the AFL is developing and investing in
relationships with ethnic media to provide AFL content as well as utilising social media to reach
multicultural communities.
The AFL is committed to continuing to develop its links with the culturally and linguistically diverse
communities. To that end, AFL recognised that to connect with these communities, we needed to
go where the communities are. Multicultural communication is a key pillar for us which includes
communicating through channels like print, radio, television, ethnic, media online and social media.
Older generations, for example parents and grandparents, often still communicate in their mother
tongue and influence the decisions of their children. It is important for us to build trusting
relationships and provide relevant content to these communities by focusing on new and emerging
communities without ignoring migrants who settled in Australia a long time ago.
The Toyota AFL Multicultural Round gives us the opportunity to celebrate the diverse cultures that
make up our amazing game. This round highlights the contribution multicultural communities have
made to the game’s history and welcomes new communities to embrace one of Australia’s most
popular games in the future.
Language will also play an important role in the Multicultural round, be it through commentary
made in different languages or through football featuring welcome messages in various languages.
In terms of promoting the round, the AFL has focused primarily on engaging multicultural
communities with a secondary focus on being educating mainstream communities. To reach
multicultural communities, AFL has invested heavily in ethnic media and our multicultural social
media channels on Facebook and Twitter. We also use Weibo and WeChat to specifically target the
Chinese community as well as other multicultural communities.
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The 2016 Toyota AFL Multicultural Round happened 7–10 July and featured a range of activities to
engage multicultural communities. Some of the main highlights were:
• 17,000 free tickets to new migrants to watch their first AFL game
• A multicultural morning tea in Sydney
• A multicultural lunch in Melbourne
• Diversity events in other states
• A major multicultural festival at Sydney Olympic Park
• Sherrin footballs featured “Welcome” written in different community languages
• Commentators announced the games in 7 different languages
• Live cultural performances and other activities at all games
• Television commercial and advertisement campaign to promote diversity
• Some teams wore specially designed jumpers to highlight cultural diversity
To find more information, please visit http://www.afl.com.au/multiculturalround
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[ Bendigo is Going Back to its Beginnings
by Noemi Cummings, Executive Officer, Loddon Campaspe Multicultural Services
Noemi is the Executive Officer of Loddon Campaspe Multicultural Services
(LCMS), Central Victoria Peak Multicultural Organisation. Its vision is a vibrant,
thriving and multicultural central Victoria, its programs support multicultural
communities and celebrate diversity.
Noemi sits on the Loddon Mallee Regional Advisory Council for the Victorian
Multicultural Commission and is passionate about empowering refugees and
migrants to make a valuable contribution to regional and rural Australia.
The City of Bendigo originated in the 1850s thanks to the gold rush that saw the arrival of people
from across the world. Prior to that, this land was inhabited by the Jaara Jaara people who speak
the Dja Dja Wurrung language.
Gold discovery and the gold rush attracted many people from all over the world with little
understanding of the country or respect for its diversity. Everyone had to learn to work together
in order to exploit the temporary abundance. Trouble and sectarian tensions arose between the
British Protestant and the Irish Catholics till the 1970s, including after the Labour split in 1955
(Cusack, 1973; McDonagh, 2001). Miners came from many other countries around the world.
There were Germans, Scandinavians, mainly Danes and Swedes, French, Italians, Poles and
Hungarians. There was also American presence, both black and white. They also brought with them
new mining techniques from the Californian goldfields (Cusack, 1973). There were Maories and
Malays as well as some Mauritians and Jewish miners who most likely originated from the UK.
In November 1857, apparently there were 32,555 on the Bendigo goldfields. The biggest nonEuropean group of people who were present at the goldfields were the Chinese miners. Bendigo’s
Golden Dragon Museum proudly reminds us all of this important historical fact. In 1854, some
European miners demanded the Chinese to be expelled from the goldfields. Many factors
influenced their petition of which some were:
• Their large number and rapid arrival.
• The British feared of being contaminated.
• The Chinese opium smoking habits and their perception of the Chinese having
strange sexual practices.
This marked the beginning of multicultural Bendigo. It was plagued by intrigue, prejudices and
misconceptions. There were attempts to protect the Aboriginal community as well as attempts to
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protect the Chinese community. Unfortunately, we instead saw the appearance of the White
Australia Policy, remnants of which remains today despite the abolition of this policy in 1972.
Even though Bendigo had a rich multicultural beginning, the decline of the goldmining industry
also coincided with the decline of Bendigo’s cultural diversity. Bendigo became a very AngloSaxon community throughout the 20th century.
The post-WW2 migration program deliberately formed to increase rural population and to enhance
diversity, at least from white countries, was seen as a fair policy and would benefit the economy.
Even though the main goal of the migration program was to settle people in rural areas such as
Bendigo, there was not a significant number of arrivals. Bendigo became home to a small group of
British, Dutch, Germans and some Italians.
In 2006, the situation started to change dramatically with the arrival of a new group of migrants
from refugee backgrounds, skilled migrants and family visa holders from Asian countries.
The demographics in Bendigo changed very quickly and, since then, Bendigo has seen the largest
influx of new arrivals being predominantly Karen refugees from Myanmar, including young people
born in Thailand in Thai refugee camps. The multicultural community in Bendigo continues to grow
with people coming from India, China, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, South
Africa, Bangladesh, Pakistan and the latest new arrivals are Afghan refugees. The number of nonAnglo Saxon communities is now growing at a faster rate.
Unfortunately, there continues to be division in the community, this time due to the growing
number of community members from the Islamic faith.
Our non-Muslim Loddon Campaspe Multicultural Services (LCMS) members and clients have also
reported increases instances of discriminatory comments or opinions that they are hearing from
friends, neighbours and members of the public. They report that they do not know what to say or
do to counteract this discrimination. Much of the discrimination being faced by the Muslim
community and the racist views held by local residents stem from two issues: incorrect knowledge
about Islam (e.g. women are oppressed under Islam, all Muslims are terrorists) and lack of personal
contact with Muslims.
LCMS is a not-for-profit organisation supporting migrants and refugees to build new lives in
regional Victoria. We promote and celebrate our region’s developing diversity and
multiculturalism. We are the peak body for migrant and refugee groups in the Loddon Campaspe
region and an Ethnic Communities Council. Working in the region for over 15 years, we support
multicultural communities to build successful lives in our region, whilst also working with all
residents to create a more inclusive community.
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Bendigo Health is the largest user of interpreter services in Bendigo. Illustrated above are the
main languages spoken in the community requiring interpreting services when visiting the hospital
inpatients or outpatient services.

This graph of the number of interpreter bookings clearly shows the rapid growth of the use of
interpreter services at Bendigo Health. The usefulness of such data has given rise to new and
innovative ways of delivering health services. For example, the successful Karen Dental Clinic
books all Karen clients on a particular day with simultaneous appointments for clients. The
interpreter moves from one client to another to maximise the economic investment of the
hospital, who are legally required to provide professional interpreter services.
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Bendigo is a fast-growing multicultural community and the diversity of languages spoken in our
midst is a reflection of the increasing diversity of our population. The protection of this diversity is
important to enable multiculturalism to thrive and grow in Regional Victoria which in turn will
benefit all residents who have some roots in the migrant waves from the 1870s and the 1950s.
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[ Get It Right: Communicating Effectively with Multicultural
Audiences
by Melanie Wilkinson, CEO and Sorayia Noorani, Fenton Communications
Melanie is the co-owner and director of Fenton Communications. She has a
diverse background spanning two decades in communications and marketing. Her
broad spectrum of experience includes community engagement and activation,
positive health promotion, brand and reputation management, stakeholder
engagement and integrated social marketing campaigns.
Melanie’s experience includes working across government, community and the
private sector in areas including healthcare, aged care, major infrastructure,
natural resources, scientific research and professional services.
Effective communication to multicultural communities contains the same recipe as most other
communication activities, with some added considerations. It is well understood that your
audience, the message and the medium are key features to any communications campaign. And
while it sounds simple, the complexity lies in the critical order of priority.
The first and most important element of any effective communication is understanding your
audience.
As Tony Robbins, renowned management guru, once said “To effectively communicate, we must
realise that we all different in the way we perceive the world and use this understanding as a guide
to our communication with others.”
Even though the intention of communication is to make sure an important message is available to
those who need it, before you can start developing information and content to get a particular
message across, you need to know who your audience is.
This resonates with American journalist and author, Sydney J. Harris’ words “The two words
‘information’ and ‘communication’ are often used interchangeably, but they signify quite different
things. Information is giving out; communication is getting through.”
In addition to this, getting the medium right is a critical part of any effective communication, but
again, it must start with having a good understanding of who you are communicating your message
across to.
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Hence, the critical order of these three key ingredients for effective communications starts with
knowing and understanding your audience. Secondly, knowing how to provide your information in
a way that will be meaningful to the person who is going to receive it. And finally, using tools or
communication outlets that are used and trusted by your target audience.
The digital world
There have been many changes in the communication sphere in the last decade. Namely, the rise
in social media has given us the opportunity to engage with more people than ever before. We
have the opportunity to have a dialogue that is far richer and more meaningful than a one-way
flow of information. On the down side, there is a sense of a loss of control of both content and
distribution.
Taking all of this into account, we spend a considerable amount of time and effort developing
social media strategies for clients. And our first port of call is always: Who is the audience? What
do they read? Where do they go for information? Who and what do they trust?
When it comes to communication campaigns with culturally and linguistically diverse communities
in Victoria, there are particular considerations to keep in mind.
Firstly, we must recognise that importance of the ‘multi’ component in multicultural communities.
So often, we see communications that assume that all cultures are the same and what separates
them is language. The solution is often to provide translated materials. But, of course, language is
just one factor that differentiates cultures.
Taking the time to understand your multicultural audience and the nuances in each culture that
may be relevant to your message can help you have far better reach to your target audience. One
way of looking at it is to consider the Victorian Italian community. It clearly bears little
resemblance to the growing Somali community, so by simply offering translated materials, you run
the risk of providing information, but failing to communicate that information.
Cultural considerations should also drive both the messaging and the medium. When it comes to
the message, the written word usually comes to mind first. But to be innovative, particularly in the
digital age, messages in various forms such as pictures and videos can sometimes achieve better
cut through.
“Of all of our inventions for mass communication, pictures still
speak the most universally understood language.” Walt Disney.
A key learning for us at Fenton through our work with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities has been that pictures and videos can tell a story or message with much greater
clarity and results in communication resources that are more culturally sensitive and appropriate.
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Trusted communications channels
Finally, it is imperative to discover what mediums are trusted by the audience you are talking to. In
many cultural groups, there are people within the community who are very influential. The
engagement of those people in any communication campaign can be a powerful way to enhance
your communication and ensure the message is getting across.
A great example of this is a project Fenton did focusing on improving diabetes care and selfmanagement amongst those with a culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. This was an
important project as diabetes is the fastest growing chronic condition in Australia and people from
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds have a higher prevalence rate of diabetes-related
hospitalisations and mortality rates than people born in Australia. We were tasked with increasing
registration on the National Diabetes Services Scheme (NDSS) of people from culturally and
linguistically diverse communities.
We decided that the first and most important task in developing the communication approach was
to undertake in-depth research with a range of communities. This helped us identify the perceived
key benefits of the NDSS amongst different cultures. And while the benefits were reasonably
similar, it was important that we tailored how we presented this information. For example, we
found a strong need for more a visual presentation of the NDSS benefits within Arabic, Turkish and
Vietnamese audiences. On the other hand, Chinese groups preferred more detailed written
information. Our research also found that different language groups have distinct communication
preferences. For example, while some preferred traditional/social media, others preferred
involvement of family and community networks, or interaction with the health system.
Our work with people from culturally and linguistically diverse communities led us to two further
important findings. Firstly, there was a need to reach out to health professionals about the
availability of resources for specific communities. This was achieved through a combination of
traditional communications and targeted advertising on Facebook.
Secondly, we identified a need for more information for GPs about cultural factors in diabetes
care and management. This led us to undertaking further research in a specific geographic area to
ask health professionals whether there is a need for diabetes-specific cultural guidance resources
for those who work with patients from culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds
who have diabetes.
A desktop review found a lack of resources that provide cultural guidance information specific to
diabetes management. And while there is an abundance of translated materials available for people
with diabetes, not all those from CALD backgrounds can read in their first language, rendering
these materials impractical.
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We then conducted a series of interviews with GPs and diabetes educators in Brimbank City
council, who work with people who have diabetes. We focused our efforts on both Vietnamese and
Arabic-speaking health professionals, due to their size and presence in the community, and those
who only spoke English.
Many GPs identified language and a lack of understanding of their patient’s culture as a key barrier
to communication. All stated that they were unaware of any resources that provide cultural
guidance information specific to diabetes care and self-management of patients from different
CALD backgrounds. Finally, the majority of those interviewed agreed that cultural factors have a
significant impact on diabetes management and that cultural guidance resources would be useful.
So, when working with multicultural communities, remember to take your time and gain a deep
understanding of your audiences are and how they may differ from one another. This can
determine what messages you need to communicate and what medium you will need to use to
communicate your message.
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[ Engaging with Culturally Diverse Communities: an
Organisation’s Journey
by Neela Konara, Senior Diversity Advisor, Cancer Council Victoria
Neela is the Senior Diversity Advisor for Cancer Council Victoria (CCV). Her
role is to manage the Cultural Diversity Program and to lead the
implementation of CCV’s Cultural Diversity Plan 2013–2016. CCV’s Cultural
Diversity Plan is an innovative organisation wide approach to improve Cancer
Council’s capacity to engage with multicultural communities.
Neela has a Master of Public Health, a Bachelor of Health Science and many
years of experience working in community health and not-for-profit
organisations.
Cancer affects people from all cultures and backgrounds. In Victoria, approximately 24 per cent of
total cancer diagnoses are in people born in non-English speaking countries.
The limited research available in Australia suggests that people from culturally diverse
backgrounds experience poorer cancer outcomes. Screening rates are lower and people are
diagnosed later. Added to this, participation in support services and quality-of-life indicators are
both lower when compared to the general community.
Cancer Council Victoria is committed to reducing the disease burden by improving the way we
communicate with diverse communities in Victoria. Our commitment to do so is outlined in the
Cancer Council Victoria Cultural Diversity Plan 2013–2016.
The plan includes our overarching priorities, strategies and the outcomes we are striving to
achieve. It aims to address the way we operate as an organisation communicating information,
providing inclusive services and programs, and in the ways we engage with diverse communities in
Victoria.
We have three main priorities for our work with culturally diverse communities:
1. Recognise and promote cultural diversity as a key component of Cancer Council
Victoria's work;
2. Build our understanding of cultural diversity to provide the best cancer support and
information to all Victorians;
3. Form partnerships to engage with diverse communities and deliver appropriate and
responsive programs and services.
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First we need to formalise the importance of cultural diversity by ensuring it is a prominent part of
our Strategic Plan. All staff members are also aware of our commitment to represent all Victorians
in our work. Every division of the organisation – prevention, support and research – is committed
to work together to deliver the most comprehensive services to diverse communities.
Next, we need to ensure we really understand cultural diversity, so we can provide the best cancer
support and information to all Victorians. We are working to achieve this through building the
capacity of our team and offering cultural diversity training to our staff and volunteers.
Finally, recognising the importance of partnerships with diverse communities and like-minded
organisations will help us to ensure our engagement is respectful, effective and sensitive to
different cultures in the community. In turn, this will allow us to create culturally responsive
programs, services and resources.
Implementing the cultural diversity plan has inspired us to create tailored programs to reduce
cancer disparities in priority populations. We have strategies to encourage program areas to
engage with communities right from planning stages of a project. We are striving to develop
community accepted, relevant and meaningful strategies, rather than simply translating materials
from English at the last stage of a project.
One recent pilot project has provided us with insight into a community’s knowledge about cancer
symptom awareness, perception and beliefs which can be used to determine the effectiveness of
our prevention programs.
Insights gained include:
• the lack of understanding of symptom awareness and the importance of early
diagnosis among different communities
• that some people believe cancer is caused by ‘God’s will’ or as ‘karma or a
punishment.’
We have found that many people come to Australia from countries that have no resources for
cancer screening or early diagnostic services. The lack of available treatment following diagnosis
led people towards fatalistic beliefs. For them, prevention, screening and treatment is an entirely
new concept.
Personally, this is consistent with my own memories of Sri Lanka, where I was born. I have
memories of a cancer facility that was incredibly overcrowded with very poor facilities. I
remember many people referred it to as Hell or 'Appayak' in my own language. There were few
options in terms of treatment and diagnosis. Discussions around pain management and
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survivorships were almost unheard of. I believe that this facility has improved today, 24 years after
I migrated.
Just recently, there was a project to collect donations to buy the first PET scan, a vital piece of
equipment for treating and diagnosing cancer, for the country’s only cancer facility. These
memories of mine suggest why many migrants may hold certain beliefs about cancer.
All of these findings have taught us to carefully consider how we encourage different communities
to participate in cancer prevention. It gives us an opportunity to develop and tailor cancer
prevention programs that recognise and address these beliefs.
We have learnt it is vital that we do not work alone. Forming partnerships with community
organisations, universities, ethnic media, service providers and leaders gives us an opportunity to
access expert knowledge from people with lived experiences working with Victoria’s diverse
communities.
Our work with culturally diverse communities in Victoria is dynamic and will continue to evolve as
we learn more and build new partnerships. We remain committed to continuing to improve the
way we operate as we strive to reduce the impact of cancer on all Victorians.
For more details about Cancer Council Victoria’s work with culturally diverse communities visit
http://www.cancervic.org.au/about/culturally-linguistally-diverse-communities, call 13 11 20 or
email diversity@cancervic.org.au
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[ Back to Basics: Responding to Family Violence in Culturally
and Linguistically Diverse Communities
by Dr Gemma Hamilton, Justice and Legal Studies, RMIT University
Gemma is a sessional lecturer, tutor and researcher at RMIT University (Justice
and Legal studies, School of Global, Urban, and Social Studies). She holds a
Bachelor of Arts with first class Honours, and a Ph.D. in forensic psychology
from Deakin University.
Her research focuses on the investigative interviewing of Australian Aboriginal
children, as well as family violence in culturally and linguistically diverse
communities. She is currently working on a project with researchers from RMIT
focusing on preventing and responding to family violence in culturally and
linguistically diverse communities.
Last year, we conducted interviews with 11 Victorian agencies that provide services to women
experiencing family violence. We interviewed referral, legal, and telephone support services, as
well as crisis services that provide food and accommodation to women and children escaping
family violence. Only some agencies specialised in working with women from culturally and
linguistically diverse (CALD) communities, but the majority of agencies emphasised that a large
proportion of their clientele came from culturally diverse backgrounds. The aim of our research
was to build knowledge of the current practices, challenges and knowledge gaps in responding to
and preventing violence against women in CALD communities. In particular, the project was
interested in hearing the views and experiences of services providers and exploring future
directions for family violence prevention and response strategies.
All service providers spoke passionately about their work with women experiencing family
violence. All services also emphasised that they receive limited and precarious funding and that
the demand for their services far exceeds their capacity. In the words of service providers
themselves, “we are significantly underfunded, and would do a lot more if we could”. “High
volumes of calls mean that we do not have the capacity to help all women in need and we’re not
able to spend extra time with CALD women who might need more intensive and complex
services.” When reviewing the interviews with service providers, other consistent concerns
emerged. This article briefly presents three themes: (i) interpreter services, (ii) visa status and (iii)
awareness of services.
Interpreter services
Service providers raised the issue that recent funding changes mean that they no longer have
access to TIS: the National Translating and Interpreter Service. Previously, it was a process of
simply ringing and requesting an interpreter, but TIS now charges for interpreting, and agencies
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cannot afford their services. Service providers described difficulties with the Victorian
Interpreting Service: it lacks flexibility in terms of languages, availabilities, gender of interpreters,
and there is no access to interstate interpreters. When asked what happens when no interpreter is
available, agencies explained that they do the best with the resources that they have available to
them. For example, there were cases where women had to speak in a non-proficient language,
share an interpreter with the offender, use Google translator, have a friend, relative, or their child
translate for them, or delay support until an interpreter was available. Service providers
acknowledged that these were substandard solutions that often caused CALD women stress and
compromised their safety.
Visa status
Service providers raised the point that women who are on temporary or spousal visas are
vulnerable to increased violence and significantly lack access to support services. For example,
women’s visa status makes them ineligible for Centrelink payments, housing in refuges, English
courses, childcare, employment and volunteering opportunities. As service providers described, “it
is very difficult to leave a violent home when financial security is uncertain”, “crisis
accommodation only lasts about four to six weeks and after that there are limited options,
especially if the woman has no other family in the country.”
Some service providers expressed that limited entitlements for CALD women has flow-on effects
to their agencies; if women have no government support, they become reliant on charity agencies
for survival. Consequently, this takes an expensive toll and agencies either have to turn women
away from support or overspend and accumulate great levels of debt. One service provider
explained that they cannot afford particular types of food such as halal, gluten-free or dairy-free
food. In the provider’s words, “I tend to look after the majority than the minority, simply because
it’s cheaper”. This means that there are CALD women who are left with no choice but to violate
religious practices, or fundamental food intolerances if they do not want go hungry.
Awareness of services
A third theme that arose in stakeholder interviews was that many CALD women lack knowledge
about their legal rights and family violence services. Unfortunately, however, it is very difficult for
agencies to make connections and promote their services to different cultural communities,
especially when there are limited funds and translation services are very expensive. One service
provider described that it is easier and more cost-effective to deliver services and information to
well-established communities that are proficient in English. They also explained that a cycle
occurs: government will not provide additional funding unless there is evidence of more CALD
women calling; however, services cannot generate more calls from CALD women if they do not
have funding to promote services.
Conclusions and future directions
Our research highlights that Victorian service providers cannot sufficiently meet the basic needs
of CALD women on the current funding that they receive.
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Service providers stressed that they need greater funding for interpreter and translation services,
food and accommodation and resources to improve CALD women’s awareness of and access to
family violence services. In addition to increased funding, future research projects can help service
providers to achieve some of these needs. For example, “SOS-VICS” is a recent project in Spain
that uses web-accessible videos to provide information to CALD women in multiple languages
about family violence support services. This is something our team at RMIT is interested in trialling
in partnership with Victorian service providers. Currently, there are few multilingual technologybased projects available in Australia (in the family violence arena) and most appear to lack
evaluations. Subsequently, our future project aims to include an evaluation component, where the
effectiveness of multilingual videos to provide basic family violence information is assessed within
CALD communities. Overall, it is important that technologies assist rather than overshadow the
basic needs of CALD women experiencing family violence. We need to go back to basics and
prioritise essential services when responding to family violence in CALD communities.
Written on behalf of a team of RMIT researchers: Dr Georgina Heydon, Dr Anastasia Powell, Dr Lesley
Pruitt, and Dr Ceridwen Spark.
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[ Understanding Australian Migrant Outcomes - Making Better
Use of Census Data
by Jenny Dobak, representing Duncan Young, Australian Bureau of Statistics
Duncan has undertaken a range of technology and statistical leadership roles at
the Australian Bureau of Statistics and Statistics New Zealand over the last 16
years, and is now responsible for delivering the Census of Population and
Housing. Recognised as the 2011 Australian Government Young ICT Professional
of the Year, Duncan completed his Masters of Public Administration in 2012 and
received the 2013 Young Public Sector Leader Award and the Australian
Statistician's Award in 2016.
In addition to his role with Australia, Duncan has provided direct assistance to
the Vietnam Census in 2009, the UK's Beyond 2011 Review, Myanmar's Census in
2014 and the UN Statistics Division's Principles and Recommendations for the
2020 round of censuses.
Migrants entering Australia under the Australian Government Migration Programme require
specific policy responses and programmes that reflect the unique circumstances of their arrival.
As such, there is a need for relevant, timely data on the socio-economic settlement characteristics
of migrants. To fill this need, the ABS has increasingly looked to data-integration techniques which
utilise the rich administrative data sources held by other government organisations. This has
provided an effective, innovative and timely way of expanding the range of official statistics for
public benefit without placing extra burden on respondents. The 2011 Australian Census and
Migrants Integrated Dataset (ACMID) is an enhanced census dataset which significantly adds to
the pool of migrant data in Australia, filling critical data gaps.
Introduction
The Australian Census of Population and Housing provides a wealth of information about migrants
living in Australia. The advantage of census data is that we can analyse migrant related data such as
country of birth, year of arrival, English language proficiency, citizenship and ancestry by other
variables, such as income, education and employment at fine geographic levels generally not
achievable with survey data. However, there are certain questions that the census data alone
cannot answer. By integrating 2011 census data with administrative data from the Australian
Government’s Settlement Data Base (SDB), the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) has produced
a new enhanced dataset of over one million records, the 2011 Australian Census and Migrants
Integrated Dataset (ACMID).
ACMID enables us to cross classify census information for migrants who have arrived since
January 2000, by their visa entry conditions, such as visa stream and applicant status. This huge
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dataset allows us to look at the characteristics of migrants in specific localities, enabling more
targeted, evidence-based policy decisions to be made by government. The data can also assist in
the development and evaluation of migrant programmes and support services, leading to changes
and improvements. This article showcases some ACMID data for Victorian permanent migrants
with a focus on English language proficiency and settlement outcomes.
Graph 1 below shows ACMID data for Victorian migrants by their top ten countries of birth and
visa stream. These countries are source countries for 70% of skill stream migrants, 52% family
stream migrants and 37% humanitarian stream migrants in Victoria. ACMID tells us that the
majority of Victorian permanent migrants are Skill stream migrants who were born in India (23%)
and China (17%).

English language proficiency and settlement outcomes
A number of key questions on migrants relate to the relationship between their visa status, entry
conditions and the quality of their outcomes after arrival. Of particular interest is how English
language proficiency, employment and education are closely associated with successful
settlement. For migrants whose first language is not English, finding paid employment and
participating in Australian society can be challenging. For these migrants, higher levels of English
language proficiency can lead to increased job opportunities and greater financial independence
which are important for establishing and maintaining a positive self-identity and a sense of
belonging in the new country (ASR 2011).
Graph 2 below presents ACMID data for those permanent migrants in Victoria who are not
proficient in spoken English by their age and visa stream. Data from ACMID highlights the
relationship between the age of a migrant and their proficiency in spoken English. Young migrants,
regardless of their migration pathway, either have very good English on arrival or quickly become
proficient after arrival, due to factors such as their ability to learn English at a younger age,
attendance at school and/or English language tuition.
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Graph 3 below illustrates the proportion of Victorian permanent migrants by visa stream who
speak English only, compared with those who speak another language and speak English by their
proficiency. Most migrants, irrespective of their visa stream, either speak English only or are
proficient. For those who are not proficient, higher proportions are from the humanitarian and
family streams (35% and 21% respectively).

When Victorian family stream migrants are analysed by their proficiency in spoken English and the
top ten languages spoken at home, the results show that the highest proportions of migrants who
are not proficient speak Vietnamese (23%) and Mandarin (21%) at home. It is also interesting to see
that of those migrants who speak Hindi, Punjabi, Thai and Sinhalese, greater proportions are
proficient than not proficient in English.
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Graph 5 shows those permanent migrants in Victoria with a non-school qualification who are not
proficient in spoken English. Most migrants in the skill and family stream who are not proficient
have a bachelor degree while over 50% of humanitarian stream migrants have a certificate level
qualification.

Most Victorian migrants in the skill stream are employed and proficient in spoken English at 46%.
This is to be expected, given that these migrants are selected on the basis of their suitability to fill
immediate gaps in the labour market. More surprisingly, the levels of proficient and not proficient
employed migrants are similar for the family and humanitarian streams. For those migrants who
are not engaged in the labour market, the majority are not proficient in spoken English and are
from the family and humanitarian streams at 31% and 20% respectively.
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Graph 6 illustrates the labour force status and level of English proficiency of Victorian permanent
migrants in 2011.

Conclusion
The ABS is currently pursuing numerous data-integration activities in partnership with a number of
Government agencies. One of these initiatives involves collaboration with the Department of
Immigration and Border Protection and the Department of Social Services to once again link the
new 2016 Census data with settlement data to produce ACMID 2016. The demonstrated value of
this rich source of data will be further enhanced by the next set of results and will contribute to
the production of a time series. The ABS will also continue with the Australian Census Longitudinal
Dataset (ACLD). This longitudinal dataset consists of a 5% sample of census records. The dataset is
merged with the ACMID so that the migrant information can be analysed from a longitudinal
perspective.
If you would like to find out more about the ACMID or ACLD please refer to links below. Please
feel free to contact Jenny Dobak at the ABS National Migrants Statistics Unit on (08) 8237 7317.
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